2019 CATALOGUE

Welcome to the 22nd edition of The Kids and Ewe catalogue. Established in 1997 our goal is to
provide you with the highest quality products at reasonable prices. We can be reached 7 days a
week by phone on our toll-free line at 1-888-371-7604 and at our e-mail address:
thekids_and_ewe@sympatico.ca We can also be found on Facebook.
Check out our new website at TheKidsandEwe.ca
Your business is important to us, so if we do not answer the phone please leave your name and
number, including the area code and we will get back to you. We are a home based business. At this
time I would like to thank all the wonderful customers I have had over the past 21 years. It is always
a pleasure to deal with longtime customers and those new individuals getting into the goat and
sheep industries.
While going through the catalogue you may find that we have not listed a product you were looking
for. If that is the case, please feel free to give us a call. We have access to many other products that
we just didn’t have room to fit in this catalogue. If we don’t carry it we can either get it for you, or
provide you with information as to where you can.
While we will do everything in our power to ensure that prices listed are valid for the entire 2019
year, prices are subject to change without notice. If you want to confirm a price on any item you see
in this catalogue please call. We will be glad to assist you.
Your orders are usually shipped within 24 hours. We accept VISA, MasterCard, cheques, money
orders and e-transfers. All orders are shipped COD unless prepaid.
Shipping charges...
orders under $25.00
add $14.95
$25.00 to $ 50.00
add $15.95
$50.01 to $ 75.00
add $16.95
$75.01 to $100.00
add $17.95
$100.01 to $200.00
add $18.95
$200.01 to $300.00
add $19.95
$300.01 and over
add $20.95
We ship via Canada Post using Xpress Post, so we have no control over these rising shipping rates.
At The Kids and Ewe our customers are important to us. We hope that we are able to provide the
goat and sheep producer with a complete one stop supply centre. Please feel free to give us your
opinions on products, and recommendations for other products you would like to see us carry. We
can only get better with your input. Remember we are only a phone call away.
Sandy J. Pearce, owner
THE KIDS AND EWE
682 St. Luke’s Rd., RR 5
Lindsay, ON K9V 4R5

TheKidsandEwe.ca
1-888-371-7604
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LAMBING/KIDDING SNARE
A helpful aid when assisting at difficult births. Plastic handle with
stainless wire cords coated in plastic is easily sterilized.
101.........................................................................................$12.95

O.B. LAMB/KID PULLER
Manufactured of black rubber this snare fits around the lower
legs and will give you a firm grip on the kid/lamb when assisting
at a birth. Easily cleaned between uses. Will not damage legs.
102.........................................................................................$7.95

RHINEHART X50A DISBUDDING IRON
The heavy-duty Rhinehart X50A dehorner with special 3/4"diameter tip
is one of the best irons on the market for disbudding kids. Iron gets very
hot for quick disbudding. The heavy copper head retains heat so that you
do not have to wait between disbudding. Automatic thermostat control.
Insulated handle. Built in stand. 96” heavy duty cord. 239 watts.120 volts
103 - Rhinehart, X50A dehorner including small tip....................$209.95
104 - small tip only, for X50,X50A................................................$35.95
155 - extra small tip (3/8”)for Nigerians and Pygmy’s...................$35.95
185 – buck tip…………………………………………………….$35.95

RHINEHART X30 DISBUDDING IRON
A less expensive lower-watt disbudding iron for kid goats. The long life
heater keeps the iron hot, but allow at least one minute for iron to reheat
between disbuddings. Dehorner with 7/8” OD copper tip is not replaceable.
Insulated handle. Built in stand. 96” heavy duty cord. 200 watts. 120 volts.
105...........................................................................................$155.95

ALUMINUM HEADPIECE
A specially designed headpiece for a kid holding box. Helps
keep kid’s head still for tattooing and disbudding. Made of
cast aluminum. Plans for building holding box included.
126.........................................................................................$35.95

DEHORNING WIRE, 12 meters
Use this fast-cutting veterinary obstetrical wire to remove horns
from mature goats. Useful also for removing horn scurs. Use a
fresh piece of wire 2-3' long for each major dehorning job.
106.........................................................................................$10.95

DEHORNING WIRE HANDLES
These two metal non-slip grip handles hold dehorning wire firmly in
place. Makes dehorning easier, as wire does not cut into your hands.
107.........................................................................................$9.95
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COMPLETE CAPRINE/LAMB FEEDING OUTFIT
Bucket with lid, ten nipples, ten feeding tubes, a bucket holder ring,
plus a tube-cleaning brush. Everything you need. Complete. Specify
style of holder ring when ordering.
113A..........................................................................................$79.95

CAPRINE/LAMB FEEDER ONLY
The same quality outfit as above without the bucket holder ring.
For those who prefer a different way to hang up their feeder.
114A..........................................................................................$49.95

CAPRINE/LAMB BUCKET HOLDER RING,
Style # 1: 11" in diameter, welded metal ring with four 8" legs. Designed to
be bolted or welded to a tire rim for a no-tip Caprine bucket holder.
Elevates the bucket to ideal height for feeding. Wheel rim not included.
Style # 2: 11" in diameter, welded metal ring. Designed to be screwed into
plywood base for stability. Screw holes are pre-drilled into base of holder
115(style # 1)............................................................................$34.95
144(style # 2)............................................................................$34.95

CAPRINE/LAMB NIPPLES
Specially-designed nipples for Caprine-style bucket feeders. Nipple fits
through a 5/8" hole in pail. Flange on back of nipple holds feeding tube
that extends down into the milk. Kids, lambs drink through a straw.
Nipple also fits most pop bottles.
116...........................................................................................$2.95
116A(20 or more nipples)......................................................$2.85
116B(100 or more nipples)....................................................$2.80

CAPRINE/LAMB TUBES
Clear food grade plastic tubes 12" in length. Use with Caprine/Lamb
nipples. Can be purchased cut to length or lengths up to 100 feet. Let us
know if you are using check valves as the sizes of hose varies.
We carry all sizes.
117...........................................................................................$ .55

CAPRINE TUBE BRUSH
Plastic feeding tubes are difficult to clean unless you have this brush.16"
long with 3/8" nylon bristles, this brush is especially designed for cleaning
tubes.
118.........................................................................................$5.95

KIDDING/LAMBING SUPPLIES
CHECK VALVES, (now in three styles)
Check valves are one-way valves designed for use with bucket style
feeders. It keeps the milk from dropping back down the tube.
143(Peach teat valve).................................................................$2.25
154(White check valve)..............................................................$2.55
176(Red check valve)………………………………..…….…..$1.55

PRITCHARD FLUTTER VALVE NIPPLE
This nipple is the best nipple we have found for feeding weak or newborn
lambs and kids. The soft red rubber teat is perfect for sucking. Plastic base
screws onto most glass or plastic bottles. The metal bearing inside the nipple
lets air flow in smoothly but controls milk flow. Excellent for those weak
animals that don’t want to suck.
119...............................................................................................$2.95

EXCAL LAMB NIPPLE
Excal lamb nipple complete with cap, nipple and ball valve. Molded rubber
Nipple lasts longer than latex and the cross-cut opening promotes nursing.
Includes a ball valve to allow air in to bottle for ease of nursing. Screw
cap fits most pop bottles.
162……………………………………………………………….$4.55

SOFT BLACK RUBBER LAMB NIPPLE
Perfect for lambs, kids, piglets, and other animals. Fits pop bottles.
170………………………………………………..………………$1.50

LAMB/KID FEEDING NIPPLES
Soft nipples that fit gravity feed pails, and some automatic milking
machines.
151 - pkg of 6 nipples...................................................................$6.95
167 - pkg of 6 nipples with valves………………………………$7.95

E-Z NURSER SET
The E-Z Nurser comes with a two-quart plastic bottle, screw on ring and
one kid/lamb nipple. Bottle cleans easily and won’t crack or break.
Nipple is held in place with a plastic screw-on ring. E-Z nipples also fit
mason jars.
133 - E-Z nurser set.................................................................$8.95
131 - E-Z nipple.......................................................................$2.95
134 - wire bottle holder......................................................$14.95
160 - replacement screw cap....................................................$0.95
161 - replacement bottle...........................................................$5.50
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ANTI-VAC FEEDING BOTTLE
500ml bottle comes complete with nipple. Individually adjustable
milk flow. Bottle neck with large diameter for easy filling. Bottle
has large graduations in ounces and ml for accurate feeding.
180 – bottle and nipple (complete)…………………….......$8.95
179 – replacement nipple………………………………….$2.50

IDEAL LAMB & KID FEEDING BOTTLE WITH NIPPLE
Feeding bottle with Pritchard nipple. Graduated in ml and oz. Holds
450 ml, 16oz capacity.
186 - ……………………………………………………..$9.95

POP BOTTLE BRUSH
The flexible head on this brush fits through the narrow necks of pop
bottles making cleaning easier. 4" nylon brush with 14" handle.
124.........................................................................................$14.95

WEAK KID/LAMB SYRINGE
Used to tube-feed weak newborn lambs and kids that will not nurse
on their own. The 60cc syringe and flexible feeding tube allows you
to feed milk or colostrum directly into the stomach.
125.........................................................................................$7.95
166 - replacement feeding tube.............................................$4.95

LAMB/KID SLING
An adjustable nylon web sling with self-locking snap buckle for
weighing and carrying newborn lambs and kids.
146.........................................................................................$18.95

ELASTRATOR
For rubber ring method of castration and docking. Uses rubber rings.
108 - elastrator.......................................................................$19.95
109 - elastrator rings, green, package of 100...........................$3.95
165 - elastrator rings, orange, package of 100.........................$3.95

KIDDING/LAMBING SUPPLIES
BLOODLESS CASTRATOR
9”, 23cm bloodless forged castrator is designed for lambs, goats, and
piglets. Precision made nickel-plated steel.
110A…………………………………………………………$69.95

LAMB WOOLOVER
The “Natural” Thermal Protector. No fasteners, no chafing. Covers
will offer protection if left on the lamb until tailing (2-3 weeks).
The covers will then only be suitable for re-cycling. For multiple use
of covers they should be removed (weather permitting) after 3-4 days.
Reusable 2-3 times if removed after 4 days of use.
147..........................................................................................$7.50

EWESPOON
Use to successfully control vaginal prolapse in ewes. Push prolapse
in and put retainer in place close to the rectum. Heat resistant
and sterilizes easily. Pack of 4.
127.........................................................................................$10.95

PROLAPSE HARNESS
Nylon prolapse harness for secure retention of prolapses, without
the need for stitching. Can be used with or without a ewe spoon.
148..........................................................................................$37.95

EWE GESTATION CALENDAR
A quick and easy way to determine gestation dates. Based on a
147-day gestation. Includes dates for flushing, first breeding, dates
of first lambing to last lambing in group, 50 day weigh date, 100 day
weigh date. Heavy-duty waterproof plastic. Measures 8 ½” x 8 ½”
128........................................................................................$11.95

GOAT GESTATION CALENDAR
A quick and easy way to determine gestation dates. Based on 149 day
gestation. Includes first breeding date, next heat, date to pregnancy
check, ultrasound, dates to dry doe off, plus dates for vaccinations,
dehorning and castration. Heavy-duty waterproof plastic, 8 ½” x 8 ½”
132........................................................................................$11.95
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KID NECK BANDS
A perfect way to identify kids from birth to 1 month of age. Strong,
white plastic-backed paper collars with self-fastening adhesive. One
time use. Mark with Sharpie pen. Now available in pink and blue.
1/2" wide x 10" long. Comes in a package of 100.
145 specify colour when ordering...........................................$27.95

SHARPIE PEN
Fine tip for clear identification. Permanent marker.
130.........................................................................................$2.95

NAVEL CLIPS
Navel clips help prevent the introduction of bacteria into the newborn,
plus helps prevent stress from iodine dipping of the cord. Pkg of 10.
150........................................................................................$5.95

UDDERLY EZ MILKER
Udderly EZ is a safe and effective milk and colostrum collecting
device. One hand operation is gentle on the animal and comfortable
for the operator. A few pulls on the trigger creates a vacuum in the
bottle and milk flow starts, filling the bottle with just a few more
pumps. Contains pump complete, one pint-sized collection bottle
with cap and O-ring, one quart sized collection bottle, large extraction
tube, small extraction tube, two sizes of silicone inflations, bottle
nipple and package of udder wipes. Boxed with instructions.
156 - EZ Goat.........................................................................$279.95
159 - EZ Sheep.......................................................................$279.95
Replacement parts and bottles available. Call for further information.
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STONE 5/16" TATTOO OUTFIT WITH EAR RELEASE
The 5/16" tattoo tongs hold up to five digits. They are smaller than
standard cattle tattoo tongs, and ideally suited for tattooing goats and
sheep. Strong, lightweight aluminum tongs feature “positive ear release”
which helps push the ear free when tongs are released. Complete 5/16"
tattoo outfit contains tongs, set of numbers 0-9, and a jar of black ink.
201 - complete tattoo outfit.....................................................$109.95
202 - numbers 0-9 for 5/16 tongs............................................$33.95
203 - letter set A-Z for 5/16 tongs...........................................$87.95
204 - individual letters or numbers for 5/16 tongs...................$ 5.95
STONE .300 TATTOO OUTFIT
A small tattoo outfit. Ideal for tattooing LaMancha tail webs and small
ears on Swiss breed kids. .300 tattoo outfit holds up to four digits. Made
of the same strong, lightweight aluminum as the 5/16" tongs, but the digits
are spaced more closely together, making a more compact tattoo mark.
Complete outfit contains tongs, set of numbers 0-9, and a jar of black ink.
205 - complete tattoo outfit....................................................$101.95
206 - numbers 0-9 for .300 tongs...........................................$33.95
207 - letter set A-Z for .300 tongs..........................................$87.95
208 - individual letters or numbers for .300 tongs..................$ 5.95
STONE 3/8 INCH TATTOO OUTFIT WITH EAR RELEASE
Designed as a cattle tattoo outfit, but ideal for Boer and Nubian goats
With its larger easy to read letters. Comes with a positive ear release
which lifts the needles, preventing scratches and blurred tattoo marks.
Holds four digits and is made of the same strong, lightweight aluminum
alloy as the other two Stone tattoo tongs. Complete outfit contains
tongs, set of numbers 0 - 9, and a jar of black ink.
245 - complete tattoo outfit.......................................................$109.95
243 - numbers 0 - 9 for 3/8 inch tongs.......................................$33.95
247 - letter set A - Z for 3/8 inch tongs......................................$87.95
242 - individual letters or numbers for 3/8 inch tongs................$ 5.95

STONE 3/8 INCH TATTOO OUTFIT WITH REVOLVING
HEAD
Same quality as the above tattoo outfit, but with a revolving head
which can hold your herd letters on one side, and your animal id
number and year letter on the other side. Comes complete with
tongs, set of numbers 0-9, and a jar of black ink. Numbers and
letters are the same as item above.
257.........................................................................................$149.95
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TATTOO CLEANING BRUSH
Four rows of tough, but flexible 1/2" stainless steel wire bristles
set in a hardwood handle. Ideal for cleaning ink out of tattoo digits.
209..........................................................................................$7.95

ROLL ON TATTOO INK, green/black
Ketchum quality liquid tattoo ink in 2 oz. roll on bottle. Container is
easy to use and less messy than jars or tubes. Ink does not dry out
between uses. Provides quality permanent tattoo marks which show
up even on dark skinned animals.
210 - green ink........................................................................,$7.25
261 - black ink..........................................................................$6.95

TATTOO PASTE, green/black
Ketchum tattoo paste in a tube. Paste is a rich, thick tattoo ink.
Highly visible, permanent tattoo mark.
211A - 1 oz tube, green............................................................$ 6.95
211B - 5 oz tube, green...........................................................$19.95
273 – 5oz tube, black………………………………………..$19.95

WHITE TATTOO PASTE
White tattoo paste comes in a 2.5 oz tube. Shows up well on dark skin.
237..........................................................................................$13.95

NUMBERED NECK TAGS
Unbreakable solid nylon neck tags with deeply engraved numbering.
Tag size is 3 1/2" high by 2 1/4" wide. Tag is engraved with up to 4
numbers on both sides. Our plastic chain collars fit through the hole
of these tags. Available in red, purple, green, blue, black, or pink.
And now available in our new colour, Orange.
Specify colour.
212 - (1 - 99 tags ordered)......................................................$1.95
212 - (100 tags or more).........................................................$1.90

BLANK NECKTAGS
White blank tags. Same quality and size as the number tags, but no
markings. Use our permanent waterproof marker to write on them.
213.........................................................................................$1.75

METAL SPLIT RINGS
For those who prefer to use metal rings to hold neck tags and collars.
Available in two sizes.
251- small, 1.375" outside diameter...........................................$ .65
244- medium, 1.75" outside diameter.........................................$ .75
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ALLFLEX 2-IN-1 MARKER
Heavy duty waterproof marker. Ideal for use with our blank tags
above. Comes with interchangeable broad and fine tips.
214.........................................................................................$11.95

MARKING HARNESS
A ram/buck wearing this marking harness leaves a crayon mark
on the ewe/doe after breeding. Allows you to record the service of
your animals. Harness is made of nylon with an anti-chafe design and
comes with adjustable buckles to keep the harness securely in place.
Harness crayons sold separately.
224 .......................................................................................$32.95

HARNESS MARKING CRAYON
All weather marking crayons easily fit into the ram/buck marking harness.
Available in red, blue, green, black or yellow.
225 - (specify colour when ordering)...........................................$ 5.95

PLASTIC CHAIN COLLARS
Lightweight, long lasting poly chain collars. Sturdy, comfortable to
handle. Connecting link tends to break if goat gets tangled, a great
safety feature. 20” collars with a connecting link.
Available in red, black, blue, yellow, white, or green.
215- .......................................................................................$3.95
216- extra plastic links, each..................................................$ .95

NYLON SHOW COLLARS
Attractive yet strong. Made of strong 3/8” round braided nylon, 22” long
with 1” diameter rings on each end. Available in red, blue and brown.
259 – specify colour when ordering…………………………….$6.95

NYLON GOAT LEAD
Ideal for the show ring or around the farm. These short leads work well
in controlling your animal. 3/4" brass swivel eye snap on one end nylon
looped handle on the other. Lead measures 10 ½” from tip of snap to
end of handle. Available in black, blue, green, purple and red.
252- specify colour ..................................................................$8.95
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DOUBLE END LEAD
Black nylon with a swivel eye bolt snap at each end. Great for securing
goats and sheep to fences for hoof trimming, etc. 18" long.
250..........................................................................................$9.95

NYLON GOAT HALTER (great for sheep, llamas, and alpacas)
Figure-eight style halter of 3/4" nylon web with 1 1/2" metal throat ring.
To determine size, measure figure-eight around goat’s nose and behind
ears. Extra small for 29-31", small for 31-34", medium for 34-38", large
for 39-42" Extra small size should fit grown Pygmies and small goats.
Small for most does and small bucks. Medium for large does and most
bucks. Large fits large bucks and really large does. Some bucks are too
big for even the large size halter so be sure to measure.
Available in green, red, blue and black.
238..........................................................................................$13.95

LEATHER GOAT PRONGED SHOW COLLAR
Collar features a 12” pronged chain that helps distribute pressure more
evenly, giving more control to the handler. Soft 5/8” bridle leather
handle is smooth and easy on the hand. The perfect way to control
those large bucks in the show ring. Comes in 24”, 26” and 28” lengths.
Specify size when ordering.
270…………………………………………………………..$29.95

LEADING HALTER FOR SHEEP/GOATS
Made of double-ply 3/4" nylon. Sheep/Goat halter is for leading only.
Heavy brass hardware. Lead part is 34" long. Available in black,
blue or red. Specify colour when ordering.
256..........................................................................................$11.95

POLYPRO SHEEP HALTER
Made of memory-twisted polypropylene to stand up under the harshest
farm conditions. Ends are heat-welded and poly-wrapped and contain
no metal clamps. Made of 3/8" polypropylene, 11 ft. long. Available in
black, red, blue or green. Specify colour when ordering.
258..........................................................................................$5.95
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UKAL EARTAGS
Manufactured by Ukal, this tag is small enough for ear tagging newborn
animals. Tag measures 3.5 cm long, 1cm width .Tag is easily applied
with the Ukal tagger sold below. The tag is self-piercing. Consecutive
numbers on both the male and female portion of the tag. Sold in packages
of 100 consecutive numbers in colours: yellow, blue, pink, green, and orange.
UV resistant. Numbers from 1-1000 available.
Specify colour and numbers when ordering.
235..........................................................................................$24.95

UKAL EAR TAGGER
Specifically manufactured by Ukal for application of the Ukal ear tags,
but can also be used with Reytags.
236..........................................................................................$24.95

NUMBERED LEGBANDS
Numbered legbands are a great way to identify your animal. Easy to
read adjustable sized legbands with a high retention rate. Makes identification
easier when milking, and a new lower price.
272……………………………………………………………$3.75

EZ-KNIFE
The EZ-Knife is designed to remove ear tags. Slip blade-end behind
base of male stud. Pull knife through to cut shaft of male stud. Can
also be used as a twine cutter.
271……………………………………………………………$7.95

METAL V FASTENER
An ideal way of holding our nylon rope collar and neck tags.
Easily adjustable sizing.
226…………………………………………………………….$ .95
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NYLON ROPE COLLAR
Use with our Metal V Fastener to create a durable neck collar. Rope
comes in 45" length. Long enough to make two doe collars or one
buck collar. Available in red, blue, green, black or white.
227...........................................................................................$1.35

BELLS
These bells are high quality, coppered finish, and rectangular shaped. Two
sizes to suit your needs. #8 bell is 2-3/8" high. #9 bell is 2-5/8" high.
Helps to keep track of sheep/goats, especially when grazing in the bush.
220 - #8 bell...........................................................................$5.50
221 - #9 bell...........................................................................$6.95

BRASS BELLS
These alpine style brass bells product a wonderful harmonious sound.
239 - 50mm diameter, 30mm loop, 35mm height, #5........................$8.95
240 - 57mm diameter, 30mm loop, 40mm height, #6.......................$10.95
241 - 67mm diameter, 35mm loop, 50mm height, #7.......................$13.95

RAIDEX SCREW PAINT STICK
A quick and easy way to temporarily identify livestock, paint stick features
a screw style operation to raise the marking stick. Snug fitting cap for long
storage life. Available in blue, green, red, purple, yellow, orange, pink or
black.
219............................................................................................$1.95
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IODINE SPRAY, 500 ml
Antiseptic iodine spray contains an iodine complex which provides
the iodine in a non-staining, non-stinging form upon topical application.
As an aid in the treatment and control of bacterial infections of
superficial wounds, cuts and abrasions, navel stumps, dockings, and
castration wounds.
301...........................................................................................$16.95

IODINE TINCTURE 7%, 500 ml
A 7% iodine-based topical antiseptic used in the treatment of cuts and
abrasions. A counter-irritant in chronic inflammatory conditions and as a
parasiticide in ringworm. May be used as a pre and post-operative dressing.
302...........................................................................................$19.95

SELENIUM-E
An injectable form of Vitamin E and Selenium for the prevention
and treatment of white muscle disease (muscular dystrophy).
305B- 100ml............................................................................$27.95

BAG BALM
A soothing, healing and penetrating antiseptic. For use on cuts, sore
teats, chapping and inflammation. Use on the udder for relief of
congestion and softening of the tissues. Makes teats soft and pliable.
306............................................................................................$12.95

BLOOD STOP POWDER
A topical haemostatic used to check bleeding of minor cuts and
wounds.
308 - 200 grams.......................................................................$8.95

MEDICATIONS/ANIMAL HEALTH

KOPPER KARE, 475 ml
A topical antifungal antiseptic astringent used in the treatment of foot
Rot on cattle, goats, and sheep. Also for treatment of thrush, hoof
punctures, cracked hooves, and spongy hooves. Works well on
ringworm. Contains 37.5% copper naphthenate.
311..........................................................................................$15.95

PROFESSIONAL LUBE GEL, 8 oz
A non-sterile, water soluble, non-spermicidal, all purpose lubricating
gel. Minimizes irritation to operator’s skin and mucous membranes of
animals. Stainless and odorless.
374…………………………………………………………...$7.95

J-LUBE
Concentrated powder dissolves easily in water to make an inert, nonirritating, effective OB lubricant. 10 oz. Bottle makes 6 to 8 gallons.
367.........................................................................................$24.95

DYNAMINT UDDER CREAM, 500ml
Dynamint is a true oil and water emulsion which quickly delivers
healing and anti-bacterial properties through the skin and into the
soft tissue. Peppermint oil stimulates the circulatory and immune
systems with a pleasant smell. Eucalyptus and calendula oils are
known for their anti-bacterial and skin conditioning properties.
Helps to prevent udder edema, mastitis and infections.
376…………………………………………………………..$23.95

SCALPEL BLADE HANDLE AND BLADES
A stainless steel # 4 handle and 10 sterile # 21 blade
358..........................................................................................$11.95
358B – 10 blades……………………………....……………$ 2.75

OB GLOVES, & BOOTS
Sturdy disposable gloves and boots, provide sanitary protection
without bulk or stiffness. Poly boots use with or without built-in ties.
347 - shoulder length, (10/pkg)...................................................$ 3.95
370 - shoulder length gloves, (100/box).......................................$20.95
349 - poly boots, 4 ml (50/pkg)...................................................$21.95
348 - wrist length, available in XS, S, M, L, (100/pkg)...........$11.95
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DISPOSABLE SYRINGES
365- 1cc syringes, box of 100………………………………$35.95
323 - 3cc syringes, each............................................................$ .30
324 - 3cc syringes, box of 100 (Luer Lock)..............................$20.95
325 - 6cc syringes, each...........................................................$ .40
326 - 6cc syringes, box of 100 (Luer Lock)..............................$29.95
327 - 12cc syringes, each.........................................................$ .50
328 - 12cc syringes, box of 100 (Luer Lock)..........................$35.95
341 - 60cc catheter tip syringe, ideal for drenching................$ 4.95

DISPOSABLE SYRINGE NEEDLES, poly hub
356 - 18ga x 3/4", each...........................................................$ .25
357 - 18ga x 3/4", box of 100..................................................$18.95
333 - 18ga x 1", each..............................................................$ .25
334 - 18ga x 1", box of 100.....................................................$18.95
359 - 20ga x 1/2", box of 100………………………..………$18.95
335 - 20ga x 3/4", each...........................................................$ .25
336 – 20ga x 3/4", box of 100……………………………… $18.95
337 - 20ga x 1", each..............................................................$ .25
338 - 20ga x 1", box of 100.....................................................$18.95

3cc SYRINGES WITH 20ga X 1" NEEDLE ATTACHED
3cc luer lock syringe with 20ga x 1” disposable needle attached.
366 - box of 100.....................................................................$27.95

PLASTIC BALLING GUN, SMALL
Plastic construction that will never corrode. Economical way of
delivering bolus medications. 4 ribs in 5/8" head. for sheep and goats.
339.........................................................................................$2.95

10 CC, 30 CC, AND 50 CC DRENCHING SYRINGES
Drenching syringes make the task of drenching goats & sheep
easy and more exact. Made of strong plastic with clear cc
markings, the drenching syringe’s metal tip allows you to position
the syringe in the animals mouth to do the job easily. Unit comes
apart for easy cleaning.
361 - 10 cc .............................................................................$20.95
362 - 30 cc .............................................................................$22.95
363 - 50 cc .............................................................................$24.95
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EXHIBITOR HARNESS
This adjustable harness is constructed from 1" black nylon webbing,
sculptured black elastic, sturdy black naugahyde, clear plastic, and
nickel-plated hardware. No more pinning of exhibitor numbers to
your clothes. Comes in medium/large size and small/medium.
406M/L...................................................................................$10.95
406S/M...................................................................................$10.95

DAIRY GOAT WEIGH TAPE
Specially designed tape weighs a goat by measuring the heart girth and
converting the length to a fairly accurate estimate of the animals weight.
Measurements in pounds and kilograms on one side, inches and
centimetres on the other. Works well on meat goats too!
401.........................................................................................$5.95

HOOF TRIMMERS
These lightweight hoof trimmers have rust-resistant, Teflon-coated
narrow blades that stay sharp. The pointed ends help clean out dirt
while the narrow blades insure accurate cutting. Bright orange handles
make these trimmers easy to find, and comfortable to use. 7-1/2" long.
402...........................................................................................$30.95
403 - replacement spring for trimmers.....................................$ 1.75

HOOF TRIMMER HOLSTER
Leather holster fits on your belt so that #402 trimmers are always right
where you need them.
402A.......................................................................................$13.95

SERRATED BLADE FOOT ROT SHEARS
Quality construction shears with serrated blade. Especially good
for trimming tough, overgrown feet. Shears keep sharp edge and
make a difficult chore a lot easier.
404S .......................................................................................$24.95

BURGON & BALL FOOTROT SHEARS
Teflon coated, high carbon steel blades that keep a sharp edge. Adjustable
blade tension. Tough resin handles to withstand wear. Molded handles
for maximum comfort over prolonged use.
448.........................................................................................$22.95
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HOOF PLANE
5 ½ “ pocket plane is a carpentry tool which works very well on shaping
hooves. On some tough hooves it works better than a knife or shears.
Can be used after trimming to plane hooves to proper angle. Easy to use.
405................................................................................................$13.95
405A - replacement blade.............................................................$ 7.95

HOOF KNIVES
Economically priced hoof knives feature steel blades riveted to a durable
wood finish handle. Overall length of knives is 8", handle being 5" long.
Wide blade.
408R - right hand...........................................................................$11.95
408L - left hand.............................................................................$11.95

DOUBLE EDGED SHEEP HOOF KNIFE
Fine stainless steel double edged blade with straight wooden handle.
Ideal for sheep and goats.
408D.............................................................................................$10.95

SHEEP SHEARS
Sheep Shears feature sharp steel blades, coated handle and double bow
blades.
464 - 6.5" long blades, 13.5" overall length....................................$19.95
465 - 5" long blades, 12" overall length .........................................$19.95

SHEEP SHEAR SHARPENER
Burgon & Ball portable sharpener designed specifically for sheep
shears. Plastic case contains abrasive wafers at three sharpening
angles. 65, 45, 30 degrees. Designed to be used often to maintain
a good edge.
461.......................................................................................$11.95

SHARPENING STONE
This handy 5" (13 cm) sharpening stone features a smooth side and a
rough side to sharpen all your hoof knives, hoof shears and other knives
used by shepherds. Precise tool sharpening for optimal use.
409...........................................................................................$4.95
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OSTER A-5 CLIPPERS
A quality clipper that makes clipping easy. Light enough to be
comfortable to hold while trimming all day. It’s perfect for trimming
ears, udders, legs, and all over body clips. Detachable blade snaps
on and off easily for cleaning or changing blades. Comes complete
with No. 10 blade.
434 - A5 single speed.............................................................$195.95
435 - A5 Turbo, two speed.....................................................$225.95
436 - No 10 replacement blade.................................................$39.95

SHEARMASTER STEWART OSTER CLIPPER
Cooler running motor is virtually maintenance-free, does not require
frequent oiling. Superior balance for easy handling and less fatigue.
Includes 3" shearing head with 13-tooth comb and 4-point cutter.
Delivers 3000 cutting cycles per minute. Comes in heavy duty durable
case.
437 .........................................................................................$499.95

CLIPMASTER VARIABLE SPEED CLIPPERS
Lightweight, cool running large animal clipper by Oster. This versatile
clipper offers an exclusive variable speed switch for an infinite
number of settings. It features a strong top blade tension assembly
which makes adjusting easy. It will perform 700 to 3,000 cutting
strokes per minute. Clipper comes in a heavy duty durable case.
452.........................................................................................$429.95

We carry a full range of clipper blades from various manufacturers.
Tell us the make and model of clipper you own, we may have the
blades for you.

SCALES
A high quality scale. Metal casing. Made in Germany. Features a round
steel housing shape with recessed 8 1/2" x 8 1/2" dial and indicators,
plus top and bottom hooks. Large, easy to read numbers and
graduations in both pounds and kilograms.
443 - 55lb (25kg).....................................................................$64.95
444 - 110lb (50kg)...................................................................$64.95
462 - 220lb (100kg).................................................................$64.95

DUAL MITT GROOMING GLOVE
Nylon bristles on one side, rows of soft massaging tips on the other
for cleaning and stimulation. Made of soft rubbery plastic.
468.........................................................................................$5.95
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MR. STICKY, STICKY ROLL FLY TAPE SYSTEM
Sticky Roll effectively catches, controls and eliminates flies because
it’s based on their natural habits. Flies follow the warm updrafts in
rooms and barns, seeking a resting place near the ceiling. They
become entrapped in Stick Roll, then become an irresistible attractant
to other flies. No baits, toxins, or pheromones are necessary. Soon
the tape is black with dead flies. When a length of tape is full, crank
it up, flies and all onto the disposable take-up reel. Fresh tape is rolled
out at the same time, ready to grab more flies. Deluxe kit includes
1,000 ft. Of Sticky Roll, take-up reel, 3 pulleys, hand crank, mounting
rails and all necessary hardware.

446 Deluxe kit.......................................................................$89.95
447 Refill kit (1000 ft roll)...................................................$49.95
DAIRY SUPPLIES

STRIP CUP WITH SCREEN
Used to detect mastitis. Squirt first stream from each teat into the strip
cup. Inspect for lumps, clots, or other signs of abnormal milk. Screen
is made of fine mesh stainless steel. Screen is also handy for straining
milk. Aluminum cup holds 1-1/2 pints with long handle and hang-up
hook.
503...........................................................................................$22.95
504- replacement screen...........................................................$ 4.95

STRIP CUP WITH BLACK INSERT
Use this strip cup with same way as the cup with screen, but preferred
by those who want to see milk on a black background without immediate
straining.
551…………………………………………………………….$22.95
552……………………………………………………………..$6.95

GOAT HOBBLE (now in two sizes)
Almost everyone has that one goat that just won’t stand still for milking,
treatment, clipping, etc. A humane way to keep a goat’s feet on the
ground. Made of 3/4" wide brown nylon. Its buckle has five eyelets to
adjust size (length) from 12" to 13-3/4" long.
546.............................................................................................$11.95
557- Nigerian size……………………………………………..$11.95
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CMT MASTITIS KIT
California Mastitis Test (CMT) is the best method available of finding
does that may have a mastitis infection. To use, squirt milk from each
teat into paddle, add equal amount of the special reagent, and swirl
slowly by rotating the paddle. Immediate gel formation means that the
udder half probably has mastitis. Kit includes testing paddle, dispensing
bottle, written instructions, and a pint of concentrated reagent (which
makes one gallon of solution). A simple, quick, and accurate test.
501...........................................................................................$25.95
502 - one pint refill..................................................................$15.95

DR. NAYLOR MASTITIS INDICATOR
Safe and easy to use, the Dr. Naylor Mastitis Indicator changes
colour to give positive indication of mastitis infection.
Package of 30 indicators
530…………………………………………………………….$8.95

AMBIC NON-RETURN TEAT DIP APPLICATOR
This applicator has non-siphon action which does not allow any
Contaminants to flow back into the main reservoir. By keeping
the contaminants out of the main reservoir, you ensure the use of only
fresh dip for each teat. Wide splash proof mouth with a durable
belt clip. Tough, durable, chemical resistant plastic. 300ml capacity.
505……………………………………………………………...$14.95
AMBIC NON-RETURN UNIDIPPER TEAT DIP APPLICATOR
UniDipper is a fully non-return lateral-style low profile dip cup suitable
for low-uddered cows, and goats or sheep. For those who prefer a
“side action” dipping routine, such as in stanchion barn milking.
Features anti-drip lip, belt hook, ergonomic design and twin-tubes which
make it suitable for all types of dips, even viscous dips.
554……………………………………………………………….$15.95

TEAT DIP SPRAYER
This upward spraying trigger sprayer comes with a stainless steel tip
and deluxe spray head for long dependable life. Holds up well to teat
chemicals. Nozzle directs teat dip up onto teats at a 45 degree angle.
Less waste, as nozzle sprays upwards directly onto teats. 24 oz. plastic
bottle has graduated markings in 2 oz. and 50ml increments.
524...........................................................................................$12.95

DAIRY SUPPLIES
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TEAT TAPE
A gentle, breathable adhesive tape that is easy to put on and remove.
Won’t irritate teats. Helps put an end to health and sanitation problems
caused by leaking teats. Especially important if you are raising kids on
pasteurized milk and do not want kids to nurse their dams.
Two ten-yard rolls to a package.
537.........................................................................................$8.95
STAINLESS MINI-STRAINER
Mini-strainer is made of high quality stainless steel. Use when you
have only a little milk to filter or for the one-goat family. One pint
bowl capacity. Polished, seamless stainless finish. Strainer stands
3-1/4" high and has 5-1/4" diameter. Will fit both wide and
narrow-mouthed quart jars.
525......................................................................................$30.95
540 - 3 5/8" milk filters for above, 200 filters.....................$13.95

PERFORATED SKIMMER
Flat ladle style stainless steel skimmer, 4 1/2" with 11 3/4" handle.
Designed for skimming milk, stirring rennet into milk, cutting curds,
transferring curds to cheese molds.. Curved handle for easy hanging.
520.........................................................................................$19.95

STAINLESS MILK PAIL
Our sturdy, seamless stainless steel milk pails are available in 8 quart.
Strong construction should give you years of service. Pails have a
polished, smooth finish, making cleaning easy. Pail is 8" high
and 10" wide at the top.

510 - 8 quart pail..................................................................$80.95
511- aluminum lid for 8 quart pail........................................$29.95

4 QUART STRAINER
Offered in stainless steel these 4 quart strainers are the ideal size for
straining milk. Their large capacity will handle all the milk from one doe,
so there is no need to pour a little milk through at a time. Bottom is shaped
to fit most tote pails or milking containers from wide-mouthed canning jars
to big totes. Easy to clean with no rolled edges. Replacement parts available.

514 - stainless steel strainer.......................................................$84.95
526 - 4 9/16" filters, 200 filters/pkg...........................................$11.95

DAIRY SUPPLIES
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SMALL DIAL THERMOMETER
Stainless steel pocket-test thermometer has 1 1/4" dial, 5" stem. 0F to
220F. Quick temperature readout. Use for pasteurizing, cheese making, etc.

517...........................................................................................$13.95

FLOATING DAIRY AND PASTEURIZING THERMOMETER
Easy to read glass enclosed red spirit tube. Fahrenheit range is 32* through
212*. Celcius range is 0* through 100*. Thermometer measures 8" in length.
Easy to clean. Does not contain Mercury.

518............................................................................................$18.95

LARGE DIAL THERMOMETER
Large dial thermometer has 2" diameter dial and 8" long plain stem. Dual
scale shows Fahrenheit in black and Celsius in blue. Range is 0º F to 220º F.
0C to 105C. Comes complete with type “A” clip.

519............................................................................................$22.95
CHEESECLOTH (Butter Muslin)
Quality 100% cotton butter muslin that can be washed, boiled to
sterilize, and reused. Unlike the flimsy cheesecloth sold in most stores,
this cheesecloth will last through numerous cheese making sessions.
2 square yards.

527…………………………………………………………….$8.95

GOAT CHEESE KIT
The perfect beginner kit for making cheeses with goat milk. Kit contains:
4 x goat cheese molds, Chevre Culture 5-pk, 1 yard re-usable butter muslin,
thermometer and recipe booklet which includes directions along with
recipes for using your cheeses and instructions for making a mother culture.

523............................................................................................$42.95

BASIC CHEESE KIT
This kit makes eight delicious, homemade cheeses: Farmhouse Cheddar,
Gouda, Monterey Jack, Feta, Cottage Cheese, Colby, Parmesan and
Ricotta. Includes basket mold, vegetable rennet tablets, Mesophilic starter,
Thermophilic starter, dairy thermometer, 1oz Calcium Chloride, 1 yard
Re-usable cheesecloth and a detailed recipe guide.

522............................................................................................$49.95

BOOKS
HOME CHEESE MAKING
By Ricki Carroll
This book is a revision of the successful book Cheesemaking Made Easy.
Written for the beginner it shows how easy it is to make all kinds of
wonderful cheeses at home. Chapters include getting started, recipes for
soft, hard, Italian, whey, bacteria and mold ripened cheeses, goat’s milk
cheese, serving and cooking with cheese. Paperback, 278 pages

644............................................................................................$24.95

THE HOME CREAMERY
By Kathy Farrell-Kingsley
Make your own fresh dairy products. Easy recipes for butter, yogurt, sour
cream, cream cheese, ricotta, and more. Easy step by step instructions.
Paperback, 214 pages

602..............................................................................................$24.95

200 EASY HOMEMADE CHEESE RECIPES (2nd edition)
By Debra Amrein-Boyes
How to create artisanal-quality cheeses at home in your own kitchen.
Recipes feature step-by-step, easy to follow instructions and photos that
eliminate the guess work. Included is a 32 page troubleshooting section.
Paperback, 408 pages

611.............................................................................................$27.95
MILK-BASED SOAPS
By Casey Makela
A book that stresses the use of safety and natural ingredients. Chapters include
fundamentals of the soap making process, using milk in soaps, along with standard
and specialty recipes. Simple clear illustrations. Paperback, 107 pages

633..................................................................................................$17.95

THE SOAPMAKER’S COMPANION
By Susan Miller Cavitch
A comprehensive guide with recipes, techniques and know-how. Includes an
illustrated guide to making over 40 specialty soaps including how to blend and
use essential oils and natural colorants, craft exotic and practical soaps including
multi-coloured, marbled, and imprinted soaps. Paperback, 281 pages.

654..................................................................................................$27.95
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STOREY’S GUIDE TO RAISING DAIRY GOATS, 5th edition
By Jerry Belanger,
This indispensable guide provides the very latest practical information for
dairy goat owners. All of the essentials are covered, including breeds,
feeding, housing, health care and disease prevention, breeding and
kidding, raising kids and milking. Paperback, 304 pages

634.................................................................................................$32.95

GOATKEEPING 101, 3rd Edition
Updated sections on breeds, milking machines, tattooing, and embryo transfer.
For the beginning and experienced goat keepers. Descriptions, illustrations, and
breed standards. Sections on starting right, management, feeding, raising kids,
housing and equipment, fencing, keeping goats healthy, milking, showing,
working goats, goat products and drug charts for worming and coccidia.
Paperback, 280 pages

632..................................................................................................$21.95

NATURAL GOAT CARE
by Pat Coleby
Goats thrive on fully organic natural care. As natural browsers, they have
higher mineral requirements than other domestic animals, so diet is a
critical element to maintaining optimal health. Some topics include: housing
and farming methods, diagnosing health problems, nutritional requirements
and feeding practices, vitamins and herbal, homeopathic and natural remedies.
Paperback, 371 pages

646..................................................................................................$30.95
DIET FOR WETHERS
By Carolyn Eddy
A comprehensive guide to wether nutrition. The nutritional and feed composition
charts are helpful for all goats. Hays, mineral deficiencies, natural diet, body
condition, selecting and storing feed, analyzing feed tags, dietary diseases are
relevant to all goat owners. Paperback, 100 pages.

655..................................................................................................$28.95
STOREY’S GUIDE TO RAISING MEAT GOATS, 2nd edition
By Maggie Sayer
Covers every aspect of acquiring, caring for, managing, marketing meat goats,
including: breed selection, goat behavior, nutrition, disease prevention, health care,
shelter, handling, breeding, and marketing. Updated information to start a meat
goat business or expand a current operation. Paperback, 344 pages

652...................................................................................................$27.95
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GOATS: SMALL-SCALE HERDING FOR PLEASURE & PROFIT
By Sue Weaver
Goats is an in-depth guide to small-scale goat keeping. The author delivers
essential information on choosing, breeding, and tending goats while also
offering fascinating and fun facts. Comprehensive discussions, full-colour
photos, and easy-to-use charts will ensure your success. Topics include
selecting the right breed for your farm, common goat herd behaviors, keeping
goats healthy with a nutritious diet, spotting symptoms of common goat
diseases, breeds, delivery, and care of does and bucks. Paperback, 160 pages

650...................................................................................................$16.95

FIELD FIRST AID FOR GOATS
By Alice Beberness and Carolyn Eddy
Subtitled “A Portable Guide to Health Care for Your Goat”, this spiral bound,
4 ½” x 5 ½” booklet covers most first aid topics, plus emergency information,
systemic diseases, pack goat management, diseases of pregnancy and kidding,
and common health care procedures. 244 pages.

667....................................................................................................$33.95

RAISING GOATS NATURALLY: The complete guide to Milk, Meat
And More
By Deborah Niemann
This unique, fully-illustrated guide will teach you to help your herd thrive with:
-breed-specific descriptions to help choose the right goats for your goals and lifestyle
-detailed information on housing, fencing, breeding, health, milking and nutrition
-recipes and instructions for making cheese, dairy products, soap, as well as cooking
with goat meat. 284 pages.

690…………………………………………………………………$24.95
DISEASES OF THE GOAT, 4th Edition
This is a revised and updated edition of the popular tool for veterinarians.
Featuring all aspects of goat medicine. From initial assessment and examination
to diagnosis, treatment and control of conditions. Provides information on
euthanasia, post-mortem technique and fracture repair. Compact, practical
and up to date. A handy reference guide for all involved in the health
concerns of caprine animals. Paperback, 424 pages

637…………………………………………………………………$79.95

BOOKS
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SHEEP & GOAT MEDICINE, 2nd Edition
By D. G. Pugh, DVM, MS
This is the most comprehensive book to cover diseases and treatments of
sheep and goats. Extremely readable and useable by goat and sheep breeders
as well as veterinarians. Each chapter has disease descriptions including causes,
clinical signs, diagnosis, and treatment. Virtually all systems of the sheep
and goat are covered, including, respiratory, urinary, neurologic and musculoskeletal. Feeding, nutrition, and the handling and examination of sheep and
goats are covered.Appendices includes lists of commonly used drugs for sheep
and goats and suggested dosages. Hardcover, 640 pages

647.................................................................................................$195.95

STOREY’S GUIDE TO RAISING SHEEP, 4th Edition
By Paula Simmons & Carol Ekarius
Newly revised book features chapters on starting out right, breeds and
breeding, fencing, feeds and feeding, herding dogs, lambs and lambing.
Included are chapters on flock management, ram, ewe and lamb problems.
Also includes feed requirements, charts, and composition tables. Numerous
Illustrations. Paperback, 438 pages

638.............................................................................................$28.95
NATURAL SHEEP CARE
By Pat Coleby
This book is a comprehensive guide for all breeders of sheep, whether for
wool, meat or milk. The author takes a natural approach to husbandry and
draws on her wide experience to provide essential information for organic
and sustainable farmers. Special attention is devoted to breeding for finer
wool and meat, land management, and treatment of diseases and other
problems. Paperback, 215 pages

657...............................................................................................$28.95

THE SHEEP BOOK: A HANDBOOK FOR THE MODERN
SHEPHERD, Revised and Updated
By Ron Parker
A must read for beginning shepherds. Topics include breeding, flushing, handling,
Early gestation, lambing, raising lambs, lactation, weaning, parts of the sheep,
including nutritional feed requirements and tables. An informative book for both
the beginner and experienced shepherd. Paperback, 321 pages

656………………………………………………………………...$32.95

BOOKS
STOREY’S ILLUSTRATED BREED GUIDE TO SHEEP, GOATS,
CATTLE, AND PIGS
Comprehensive, colourful, and captivating, this book is informative enough to
aid in breed selection, but beautiful and browsable enough to keep on your
coffee table. Full-color photographs; a brief history; details about unique
quirks, qualities, and uses; and information on conservation status bring 163
common and rare varieties to life. Paperback, 319 pages

659..................................................................................................$31.95
STOREY’S GUIDE TO RAISING LLAMAS
By Gale Birutta
This book covers all the things you need to know about llamas. Chapters
include selection, feeding, nutrition, equipment and facilities, sires, dams, and
young llamas. Discusses llamas as a business, including showing, livestock
guardians, and packing fleece. Paperback, 328 pages

639..................................................................................................$25.95
THE FARMER’S DOG
By John Holmes
This is the best book for training working dogs for use with both cattle and
sheep. Mr. Holmes gets inside the mind of the dog and knows “what makes
them tick”. That is why his advise is so sound. Illustrated. Paperback, 160 pages

640..................................................................................................$14.95

TAN YOUR HIDE!
By Phyllis Hobson
This book explains what tools and chemicals you’ll need, how to select the
hide, the steps for tanning leather and fur, how to test for tanning, old-time
tanning methods, how to make your own dyes, what qualities of leather
to look for, which tools you need for leather working, basic leather working
techniques and where to find tools and supplies. Paperback, 135 pages

649.................................................................................................$19.95

HERDING DOGS: PROGRESSIVE TRAINING
By Vergil S. Holland
This book will guide the owner toward training the complete herding
dog. Whether you are involved in farming or ranching, or simply want
to explore your herding dog’s heritage, you will find a wealth of information.
Herding commands and terms are thoroughly covered. Detailed diagrams
and concept maps throughout the book. Special chapters on different
personalities of the various herding breeds, with training modifications
tailored to these differences. Hardcover, 232 pages

648..........................................................................................$42.95
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FARM DOGS: A COMPREHENSIVE BREED GUIDE TO 93
GUARDIANS, HERDERS, TERRIERS, AND OTHER WORKING
PARTNERS
By Janet Vorwald Dohner
The author shares the history, breed standards, and traits of 93 working breeds,
from the familiar Border Collie to the less-known Kangal Dog and Swedish
Lapphund. Whether you want a multipurpose farm partner or a four-legged
family companion, here is the ultimate guide to herders, terriers and earthdogs,
livestock guardians, and all-purpose farm dogs. Paperback 351 pages

693………………………………………………………………$34.95
BRAVE AND LOYAL: AN ILLUSTRATED CELEBRATION OF
LIVESTOCK GUARDIAN DOGS
The author represents the view of farmers and ranchers who are not only proud of
these dogs but who care just as much about managing the dogs as they do about
managing the ewes and lambs. Includes details on raising successful guardians,
their behaviors, a discussion of breeds and historic use, problems and benefits
associated with guardian dogs, predator ploys, and matching the dog to the predator
challenge. More than 100 colour photos. Hardcover 216 pages

694………………………………………………………………..$36.95

GIFT ITEMS.

GOAT NOTES
Each package has one each of a goat with its head in a feed sack, the
Swiss goat on an alfalfa bale, the Nubian with her foot in the bucket,
goat with book on her head, a Nubian reaching for a tasty leaf, and a
barrel of Nubian kids. Six notes measure 5 3/8” x 3-3/8" with envelopes.

755 - pkg. of six notes and envelopes....................................$6.95

CERAMIC COFFEE MUGS
Each 12 oz white mug features contrasting brown pictures of grown goats,
plus the breed name written in beautiful calligraphy. Choose from Alpine,
Boer, LaMancha, Nubian, Oberhasli, Pygmy, Saanen and Toggenburg.
We recommend washing this mug by hand. (LIMITED INVENTORY)

703- specify breed when ordering......................................$8.95
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STAINLESS STEEL TRAVEL MUG
This 15 oz mug keeps coffee hot or cold drinks cold. Brushed stainless
finish with black picture of our three goats from the rear and the slogan,
“Love Me, Love My Goats."

760 - three goats.................................................................$10.95

CAUTION SHOW GOATS VINYL STICKER
Made of durable white vinyl with black lettering. 7” x 7”diagonal sticker.
Show everyone you are transporting show goats.

757......................................................................................$4.95

GOAT COOKIE CUTTER
A must have for the goat lover. This red plastic cookie cutter makes a 4"
goat shaped cookie. A great gift item for the baker.

719.......................................................................................$1.55

RUBBER STAMPS
Decorate your correspondence with these cute goat stamps. A
Nubian doe with her foot in a pail, a Swiss doe looking back over
her shoulder, a Boer doe, or Pygmy doe, and a hoof print. Stamps
mounted on cushioned, hand-oiled hardwood blocks.
710 - Nubian stamp......................................................$8.95
711 - Swiss stamp.........................................................$8.95
740 - Boer stamp..........................................................$8.95
741 - Pygmy stamp........................................................$8.95
712 - Hoof print.............................................................$5.95
BUMPER STICKERS
Three styles of bumper stickers tell the world you love goats.
Made of durable white vinyl with dark lettering and illustrations.
3" x 11-1/2".
713 - Feel like a kid again.................................................$4.95
715 - I’m in it for the bucks/Swiss.....................................$4.95
717 - Have you hugged your kids today?...........................$4.95

GOAT/SHEEP PINS
Correctly marked and true to breed type these pins are enamel fused to
gold-plated brass and feature a military clasp. All goat breeds are
available, except Oberhasli.
706- specify breed when ordering...............................$8.95

GIFT ITEMS
GOAT NOTE PAPER
Choose from a variety of notepaper to express your mood. Pygmy
stationery “size doesn’t matter”, Boer “I don’t want to boer you, but.”
“Take Life One Bale At A Time”, “Food for Thought”, “LeMancha
Dairy Goats”, Two Kids, or Nigerian Dwarf “Small but Mighty”
5-1/2" x 8" paper, 50 sheets per pad
721 - Pygmy ..........................................................................$4.95
722 - Boer..............................................................................$4.95
733 - Take Life.......................................................................$4.95
734 - Food for Thought..........................................................$4.95
735 - Two kids.......................................................................$4.95
736 - Lemancha.....................................................................$4.95
751 - Nigerian Dwarf.............................................................$4.95
LICENCE PLATE FRAMES
These license plate frames say “Love Me, Love My Goats” with all six
dairy goat breeds pictured. Frames are black with white lettering. Choose
the solid top or bottom frame, depending on where your validation stickers
are located. A great way to let the world know you have goats.
742T - solid top(sticker goes on bottom)........................$4.95
742B - solid bottom(sticker goes on top)........................$4.95

GOAT ORNAMENTS
Metal laser-cut goat ornaments will bring goat cheer to a holiday tree,
window, and even the rearview mirror in the car or truck. Ornament
measures 2 1/2" in diameter and comes with a gold cord for hanging.
Choose from Swiss, LeMancha, Nubian, Boer, Pygmy, and Nigerian.
745..............................................................................................$10.95

CROSSING SIGNS (new: Nigerian Dwarf)
Made of sturdy aluminum, so they will not rust. Black letters and
artwork on bright yellow background. 12” square. Available in
goat, boer, pygmy, angora, fainting goat, harness goat, alpaca,
llama, white or black faced sheep, sheep breeds, horse, dog, and cat
breeds as well. Call for a full listing of signs.
701……………………………………………………$22.95

GIFT CERTIFICATES ALWAYS AVAILABLE
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THE KIDS AND EWE, 682 St. Luke’s Rd., Lindsay, ON K9V 4R5
1-888-371-7604
e-mail: thekids_and_ewe@sympatico.ca
Name_______________________________________

Phone __________________

Mailing address___________________________________________________________
Town/City___________________________ Prov. _____ Postal Code _____________
Method of Payment: VISA ____ M/C ____
Cheque/Money Order ____
E-transfer: _____________ (email, or phone with security question)
VISA/MC # __________________________Expiry Date _______ CVV Code_______
Signature: ___________________________________
Item
Catalogue #
Item description
Quantity

Unit price

Total price

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Order total
Shipping charges (GST/HST rates apply to shipping)
COD Charges (if applicable an additional $8.00)
GST/HST (for the province you are located in)
TOTAL DUE
Shipping charges on order totals:
Under $25.00
add $14.95
$25.01 to $50.00
add $15.95
$50.01 to $75.00
add $16.95
$75.01 to $100.00
add $17.95
$100.01 to $200.00 add $18.95
$200.01 to $300.00 add $19.95
$300.01 and over
add $20.95

GST/HST Rates:
ON,- 13%
PE, NB – 15%
NL, NS - 15%
All other provinces & territories 5%

